A Resolution to Explore Student Interest in a Department of Transportation Services
Storage Trailer System

37-3-1

WHEREAS the Residence Hall Association (RHA) is the governing body of all on-campus students, and

WHEREAS RHA has priority influence over the Department of Transportation Services (DOTS), and

WHEREAS DOTS is purchasing trailers for students to store their belongings over the summer, and

WHEREAS DOTS wants to gauge student interest in the trailer rental service, and

WHEREAS RHA has the ability to assist DOTS by distributing a survey (see Appendix A) to students who live on campus, and

WHEREAS RHA members could easily distribute this survey online, and

WHEREAS the information collected from the survey could let DOTS know how many trailers to purchase, if any, and

THEREFORE BE IT RESOLVED that RHA distribute the survey located in Appendix A regarding student interest in this DOTS initiative from November 26, 2012 until December 19, 2012, and

THEREFORE BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED that the survey data be relayed to DOTS so they can make an informed decision.
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